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1. The meaning and outline ef the saiban--in trial system

1.l. Backgreund to the saiban-in trial system

By May 2009, the participation of the general pub}ic in the criminal justice system
called saiban-in seidb (trial system by }ayjudges) i will be implemented in Japan.

Prior to World War Il, Japan had ajury system fbr l5 years. The Jury Aet (Act No. 50

of 1923) was introdueed in 1923 and went into effect in 1928. Under this fbrrner

Japanese jury system, high crimes were, in principle, handled by juries, and 12 jurors

were chosen from among rich and intelligent Japanese males who were high-income

taxpayers and were aged 3G or over.2 They made advisory decisions about the guii£ or

inmocence ofthe accused, akhough the judge was not obliged to obey thejury's verdict.

However, under this system, the accused could opt fbr the court of professional judges

instead ofajury court. Due to this, ajury trial was not very often used at the tirne, since

trials by a court of professional judges were preferred to juries of lay people. As a

consequence, the Jury Act has been suspended since l943, meaning a de facto abo}ition

ofthejury.

Currently in Japan, pttblic participation in the crirninal justice system ls not-existent,

except fbr the suspended jury system and the ongoing system of the Committees fbr the

Inquest o£ Prosecution [Kensatsu Shinsa Kdi] .3 Most major cottntries in the world have

a judicia! system which invelves participation by the general public; however, Japan

does not have any sueh system.

In such a situation, the Judicial Refbrm CouRcil (Shihou-seidb Kbikoku Shingikai,

hereinafter called JRC) which was set up in Cabinet in l999, submitted a report on the

refbrm ofjudiciary systems to the Prime Minister. This report requested various refotms

such as changing the system which nurtures the legal profession (the 3apanese version

of law schools) and making the court system user-friendly. The introduction of the

saiban-in trial system is one of these recommended programs. IR order to implement

* An earlier version ofthe paper was presented in the 6th International Conference ofthe Japan Economic

Policy Association organized by Hosei University, Tokyo (Japan) during December 8-9, 2007. The author

is thankful to the discussant and a referee ofthe paper and the participants at the conference for useful

eomments and suggestions on the paper, This research is supported by tlie Japan Society for the

Promotion ofSeience (JSPS), Grant-in-Aid Scientific Research (KAKENI-II # 19830023).
i In Japanese, "Saiban-in" means (a) lay judge(s) and "seidb" means a system,

2 We can regard this formerjury system as a limited participation ofthe generaJ public in thejudicjal

system because men who paid littae tax or women, no matter how much tax they paid, were not able to be

jurQrs.

3 This ls a system in which e}even lay people consider whether cases dropped by the proseeutor should be

prosecuted or not,
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these JRC's recommendatiens, the Office fbr Promotion of Justice System Reform
(Shihou-seido Kbikaku Sttishin jVbmbu) was established in Cabinet and fbrmulated the

bill according to the JRC's ideas about the saiban-in trial system. The bill was passed

by the Diet in May 2004, and the Law for Implernentation of the SZiiban-in System in

Criminal Court Procedures (hereinafter called the SZiiban-in Act) was promulgated as･

Act No. 63 of2004.

In this paper, I examine the outline of the saiban-in trial system, and consider the

rationaie fbr this system, and what the legai interpretation and the game theory caR say

about the saiban-in (layjudges) selection system.

1,2. 0utline of the saiban-in trial system

What is the saiban-in trial system?

It allows the general public to participate in criminal court trials and to deliberate and

make decisions together with professional judges on the accused's guilt or innocence

and on the sentence to be imposed. This system is due to commence in May 2009, and

now the Ministry of Justice, the Supreme Court ofJapan, and the Japan Federation of

Bar Associations (hereinafter ca"ed JFBA) are all promoting it eager}y.

Under this system, high crimes, which are currently tried by three judges, will be

handled by a court composed of tlureejudges and six saiban-in chosen from the general

public. The accused cannot opt out of this type of trial. When the court thinks it

necessary, spare saiban-in - fewer than seven in number - are appointed in the sarne

way. It should be noted that this Japanese system is not ajury system consisting soiely

of lay citizens as is used in the United States. Rather, it is similar to the French or

German mixed court systern called "trial by consultation," or Schtlffengerichtssystem,
where the professional judges and citizens work tegether.4 For rnore information on the

Japanese saiban-in trial system in English, see Anderson and Nolan (2004), Anderson

and Saint (2e05), Supreme Court ofJapan (2005), Supreme Court ofJapaR et al. (n. d.).

In this study, we should pay attention to the way in whieh the saiban-in are chosen. It is

ilsually explained that they aire selected from the general public by lot. However, in fact,

it is not only by iot but also by design. To be precise, sorne candidates ofsaiban-in are

selected and rejected arthicially. We can find a game situation for this saiban-in

selection system; however, befbre going on to the main sttbject, we need to verify the

rationale for the saiban-in trial system.

I.3. Rationale for the saiban-･in trial system

Why is the partScipation of the general public in the judicial system being implemented

in Japan? We can answer this question in two ways.

Some people say that the saiban-in trial system should be legitimized based on the

ideals of dernocracy. Many of the progressive lawyers, in particular, beiieve that the

current criminai justice system in Japan is neither democratic nor reasonable. Of the

total accused who are tried, 99.9 9,6 are acljudicated guilty. They are ofthe opinion that

several innocent people have been wrongly imprisoned - this problerr) is called Enzai

4 However, in noting that saiban-in is chosen by randem sampling, we may take the view that this systern

looks more like the Americanjury system than the European mixed court system.
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(uajust accusation). Enzai results from investigation conducted on unreasonable

grounds by police officers wi{h iron hands, from prosecutions by prosecutors who fail to

pay attention, and from condenmation by judges who fail to iisten careful}y to the

accused and the accused's defense and listen only to the prosecutor. Most professional

judges are drawn from the elite, who grew up in aenuent families, graduated from

famous universities, and passed the bar examinations with excellent records. Their

backgrounds prevent them from having a clear insight into the }ives of erdinary people

and make them to be ignorant about eivil society. Thus, if the power of the judges is

reduced and tke ceurts have access to the wisdom ofiay people, the rate of acquittals

will increase. Doing this wili perhaps reduce Enzai.

Others say that the saiban-in trial system has little to do with democracy, and that it is

being introduced to acquaint lay people with the judiciai system to a greater extent.

People who hold the view also believe that the current criminal trial system is not bad

and that many people have faith in the judiciary. The reason behind fewer acquittals is

that the screening by the prosecuters functions eff;ciently. In spite of this, Japanese

society has undergone change and the judiciary's outlook must refiect this change.

Moreover, many people are beginning to want to take part in the govemance of their

society positively, and thejudiciary has to be a¢countable to the people. The best way to
satisfy people who hold progressive views is to make them participate in crimlnal trials.

This is the thinking behiRd this development. The most drasti¢ refbrm of bringing the
general pubiic into the trial processes and reflecting common sense ln the results of the

trials wi}1 help them to think "thejudi¢iary is ours."

The JFBA, which promoted judicial participation fbr the former reason, advocated a

pure jury system consisting only of lay people. In contrast, the Ministry of justice and

the Supreme Court ofJapan, which favored the latter reason, thought a mixed court with

lay people and professional judges to be better than the jury system. In designing the

participation system, !awyers tried to justify it by referring the idea of democracy

against prosecutors and judges; however, they lost the argumeRt. As a result, Artic}e 1

ofthe SZiiban-in Act stipulates the purpose of this system as fbllows:

    This law shall provide for special proyisions to the Courts Act (Act No. 59 of

    i947) and the Code of Criminal Procedure (Act No. 131 of 1948) and other
    necessary matters concernlng the criminal trials in which saiban-in take part, in

    consideratioR that the commitrnent to criminai proceedings of saiban-in, who are

    selected from the general public, with judges contyibutes to increase of the

    understandin and trust ofthe enera} ublic toward the 'ustice s stem (emphasis

    added).

Here, we find that this system is built not fbr the democratization ofthejudiciary but fbr

the enhancement of the power and authority of the judiciary according to the fbrmal

explanation by the Japanese government. The purpese of the saiban-in trial system is

only to increase the understanding and trus{ of the general public toward the justice

system.
Note that most Japanese people do not want to participate in criminal trials as saiban-in,

as shown by opinion poils, Figures 1 and 2 are the results ofa public opinion poll by the

Cablnet Oeqce, and these show that the proportion of people who want to serve as

saiban-in is very high and that this propordon increases as knowledge of the new

system mcreases.
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Figure-l:

Pub]ic Opinion Suryey on Sathan-in System, Feb. 2ee5

Do you want to participate in a criminal trial

                    in the saiban-in system?

          4g.by,

Judge O. ikeda, a member of Expert De

Criminal Justice R

Justice System

introducing it,

judges was very bad and

out ofthe court and introduce a system in which lay citizens participated as a sovereign.

However, the
standpoint."

1.4. Suggestion for the saiban-in selectien system frem the previous paragraph

Why is the saiban-in trial system being introduced? Incyeasing the understanding and

trust ofthe general public toward thejudicial system is the only formal answer. In short,

the saiban-in trial systern Ss built not fbr democracy but fbr the enhancement of the

power of the court,

The fact that the saiban-in trial system is irre!evant to democracy suggests that

saiban-in are never representatives o£ the Japanese people but are just six persons
fbrtuitously chosen by lot. Therefore, it is not necessary to batance the saiban-in panei.

We do not have to ensure that the panel refiects the state of the Japanese society.

Sometimes, all of the six ¢hosen saiban-in wiil be women or they will ail be poor
persons or elderly adults. The Saiban-in Act allows the panel to be composed in an

unbalanced marmer.
In addition, as described 1ater, there is the possibility that the prosecutor and the defense

may challenge the candidates ofsaiban-in so that the composition ofthe panel can be

manipulated.

2. Sathan-in selection: legal theoretical appreach vs. game theoretical approach

2.1. Saiban-in selectien process

How are the saiban-in selectecl?

The saiban-in selection process in the Stiiban-in Act is as fb}lows:

                       Figure-2:
                       Pub]ic Opinion Survey on Saiban-in Systein, Dec. 20e6

                       Do you want to participate in a criminal trial

                                            in the saiban-in system?
                               E.lelt'i
   :: :t`,o.:r:,rs:'::pa ,z.,,,, i' 7b ii il/ :.1'l,eili:.:Ilpa1pa.' lcl'r,t;': b,,i,ma{ fu vau the duty ef ss

                                    ･I   :l ei nndetPsrwhCji ti/ll:ngicipate. . 'l li. l'NIIi :l :me nnoo!t:.;.t to panicipaig altheugh it {s my duty･

   a'Aam not surc agee-pmue

  Source: Cabinet OfTice (2005) Source: Cabinet Othce (2007)

                   liberation Group on the Stiiban-in System and
   eforms [Sbiban-in Seidb /Kl3iji K13ntou-･hai], Office fbr Promotion of

 Refbrm, said in Ikeda (2e05): "Under the discussion leading toward

some took the view that the present criminal trial system by professional

        said that in order to renew this system, we should kick judges

SZiihan-in Act has never been pianned from such an ideological
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1) Every year, a district court makes a llst of saiban-in candidates fbr the fo11owing

   year by choosing collectively by lot from the list of voters of the House of

   Representatives eleetien. In japan, whoever is aged 20 or above is automatically

   registered on electoral rolls. A person selected as a candidate can be infbrmed ofhis

   or her selection.

2) Ifa case foythe saiban-in trial is filed on a district court, the court chooses 50 or 1OO

   candidates by lot from the list prepared in the above process for each speeific case,

   and summons them. In this paper, we assume that a court summons 50 candidates

   for a simple explanation.

3) 3udges ask the candidates, who have presented themselves at the court, whether they
   have been disqualified from acting as saiban-in5 or whether they have valid
   reasons6 te be excused ifthey wlsh. The caRdidates, who are regarded by thejudges

   as being disqualified or having valid reasons fbr being excused, will be discharged

   from the saiban-in duties. If the prosecutor and the defense for the accused consider

   that the candidates are disqualified for the saiban-in, they can seek fbr challenge

   them fbr cause. If the court accepts such a ehallenge, the cha}ienged candidates will

   be discharged. [Stage 1]

4) The prosecutor and the defense each have the right to chaltenge peremptori{y up to

   fbur of the candidates. No reason will be required for the peremptory challenge.

   When they exercise the rights, the challenged candidates wlll also be discharged.

   [Stage 2]

5) After excluding those candidates who have been discharged in the above process,

   six saiban-in wiil be finally chosen by lot and appointed. [Stage 3]

Figure-3: Outline of tke Saihan-in Selectien Process
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S As a rule, whoever is age 20 or above and lias the right to vote is considered as being qualified as a

saiban-in, with the exception of persons whom tlie Saiban-in Act bars from carrying out the duties ofa

saiban-in, This includes, for lnstance, these who have serious diruculties in fu1filling the duties because

of mental or physical disabilities, those vvlio are engaged in judicial oc¢upations, and those who are
considered by thejudges as likely to make an unfairjudgment are discharged frem tlie saiban-in duties.
6 As a rule, al1 nominees must accept appointment as saiban-in, since the purpose of the saiban-in system

is to involve ail qualified citizens. I{owever, those who have valid reasons may request to be excused

from the daties, and they get off only when the requests filed by them are considered to be reasonable by

the judges. For instance, valid reasons to be excused from appointment as saiban-in are being aged 70

years or above, students, or being former saiban-in or candidates in the recent past.
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The Supreme Court Rule fbr Implementation ofthe Sbiban-in System in Criminal Court

Procedures (Supreme Court Rule No. 7 of2007, hereiRafter called the SZiiban-in Rule)

stipulates details of the peremptory challenge. Article 32 of the Saiban-in Rule
stipulates as fbllows:

1) When the prosecutor and the defense challenge candidates peremptorily, the Court

   shall provide the opportunity to challenge one candidate, alteraately, to the

   prosecutor and the defense.

2) When the prosecutor or the defense has challenged some candidates peremptorily,

   the Court must inform the others who were challenged.

3) The Court gives the rights ofperemptory chalienge to the prosecutor first.

In addition, when the court thinks it necessary, spare saiban-in fewer than seven in

number will be appointed in the same way,

It should be emphasized at this juncture that the prosecutor and the defense can

challenge the candidates peremptorily. It has often been expiained that the saiban-in are

chosen at random by lot in the Japanese system. However, in fact, there is a chance of

avoiding (a) certain candidate(s) if the prosecutor or the defense wish, and in this way,

the panel can be manipulated by them.

2.2. The desired practice ef the saiban-in selection under the legal theeretical

approach

At presen{, the prosecutors and defenses camot select umpires in the court during trial;

however, under the forthcoming saiban-in trial system, they will be able to select

saiban-in or a part of the umpires, This is a big development in the Japanese judiciai

system.

As confirmed in the previous paragraph, in the saiban-in selection process, the

prosecutor and the defense can indirectly change six saiban-in members of the panel by

challenging the candidates whom they want to fbrce out. Turning now to the legal
question, how is it desirable that this right ofperemptory challenge be exercised?

Here, it is necessary to consider the missions of the prosecutor and the attorney and the

purpose of the criminal procedure.

On the one hand, the prosecutor is iegaily defined as "a representative of the pubiic

interest." Article 4 ofthe Public Prosecutors Office Law (Act No. 61 of 1947) stipulates

as fo11ows:

    The public prosecutor shall prosecute the criminal case, reguest the proper

    application of law by courts, supervise the execution of the trial, request
    notification from the court or give views on other matters falling within the scope

    of the ¢ourt's authority where there is a duty to do so, and do the given work by
    laws as a representative ofthe public iltterest.

Thus prosecutors do not always demand that the accused be punished. Sometimes

prosecutors request a light punlshnent to refiect the accused's deep remorse, and

occasionally they request no punishment at all in their capacity as the guardian of the

pubiic interest, when the aceused is really iimocent.

On the other hand, defenses are not always on the side of the accused. Artlcle 1 of the

Practicing Attorney Law (Act No. 205 of 1949) stipulates the mission of an attorney as

fbllows:
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i) A practicing attorney is entrusted with a mission to protect fundamental human

   rights and to realize socialjustice.

2) A practicing attorney shall, in keeping with the mission specified in the preceding

   paragraph, sincerely perfbrm his or her duties and endeavor to maintain the social

   order aRd to improve the legal systern.

Given the implicarions that one ofthe attomey's mission is to realize social justice, it is

likely that defense of the accused, as a fighter forjustice, is concerned with not only

promoting the accused's interests but also with achieving a fair trial.

It is appropriate to censider that professional prosecutors and attorneys are legaliy

expected, in the light ef their stated roles, to pursue not their own interests but public
+

lnterests.

Additionally, one of the puiposes of the criminal procedure in Japan is revealing the

true facts. The Article 1 of the Code of Criminal Procedure (Act No.131 of 1948)
stipu!ates as follows:

    The purpose of this Code, with regard to criminal cases, is to reveal the true faets

    of cases and to appiy and realize criminal laws and regulations quickly and

    appropriately, while ensuring the maintenance of public welfare and the guarantee

    ofthe fundamental human rights of indivlduals.

What is the best way to reveal the true facts of the case? It must be to make the panel

constituted by thejudges and saiban-in free from prejudices. To achieve ajust court, the

prosecutor and the defense, who want to find the trae facts, will use their rights of

peremptory challenges to unfair candidates who hold certain prejudices.

2.3. The actions of the proseeuter and the defense in the real werld

However, will they really behave as the exemplary eharacters expected in the preceding

paragraph?

We should fbcus attention on the facts ofthe real world. It is possible for a prosecutor to

lose a promotion when he or she failed in a proof of a crime of the accused, aRd it is

certain that an attorney will obtaln higher coRtingency fees when he or she has

demonstrated the accused to be immocent. '
Let us look at a trial from a different angle. Suppose that it is imrelevant to find the true

facts ofthe case in a trial. A trial is just a game to test whether the proof collated by the

prosecutor is surwcient to render the accused guilty.

I'£ the prosecutor and the defense act in the interest ofjustice, they will chailenge the
candidates who have prejudices to ensure that a fair court is constituted, as mentioned in

the preceding paragraph. In addition, if they act to further their own interests, tlte

prosecutor will want to exclude from selection as saiban-in {hose candidates who start

by thinking that the accused is itmocent, and the defense will want to exclude candidates

who start by thinking that the accused is gu;lty. It may be reasonable that the prosecutor

wili challenge the candidates who have a diffZ]rent oplnion from his or hers, and the

defense wili do the same for candidates vvhom he or she does Rot want to be a saiban-in.

Here is a problem for political economists. How can a rational prosecutor and defense

exercise their rights of peremptory challenge in this saiban-in selection system? The

prosecutor wants te prove that the accused is guiity and the defense wants to win

acquittal. There is a eonflict between the interests of the prosecutor and those of the

defense, and ln the saiban-in selection proceedings with the possibility of influencing
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the result of the trial, the prosecutor and the defense want to exercise their rights to
challenge effbctiveiy.7 We can find a game situation here.

In the countries having the jury trial systern or otherjudicial participation systems, the

jury selection process has been discussed from the approach ofeconomics. For instance,

in the latter half of the 70s through the gOs, discussions en how game theory could be

put iRto practice in the quest fbr optimal jury sele¢tion gained ground in the field of
operation research. The work of Bram and Davis (1978), DeGroot and Kadane (1980),

and Roth, Kadane and Degroot (1977) is very fruitfu1 in this regard. Nowever,
following that period, discussions aimed at optimaljury selection have not been actively

pursued. I cannot discover why these discussions have gone out of fashion (or maybe

they have not gone out of fashion). Nevertheless, the findings derived from earlier

discussions carmot be applied to the Japanese saiban-in selection system due to the

obvious differences between the systems. No eeonomic studies have yet been done

which fbcus on JErpanese saiban-in trial system, and none concerning the saiban-in

selection system have been put forward.

Therefbre, we will try te examine what we can be said about the Japanese saiban-in

selection process from an economic standpoint, even though this may be no more than a

tentative assumption.

We are not concerned here with challenges fbr cause in Stage 1, because in this stage

both players can chal}enge oRly if the candidates are legally disqualified by the

Stiiban-in Act and their challenges are not always accepted by thejudges. In the same

way, we are not concerned with Stage 3, because this stage is controlled by nature.

What we are concerned with here is the way in which rights ofperemptory challenge

can be exercised by the prosecutor and the defense in Stage 2.

2.4. The prospeetive praetice of saiban-in selection under the game theoretical

approach

Which is lt more reasonable fbr the players8 to chal}enge - the candidates likely to

cause unfairness in the trial or those like}y to be disadvantageous to the interests

represented by either player?

Here is a simple explanation, which assumes that no spare saiban-in are appointed and

that both piayers have perfect infbrmation con¢erning candidates' thought about the
accused.

An available strategy of each player is to challenge the candidates that are iikely to

cause iejustice (Strategy l) or to challenge candidates likely to be disadvantageous to

the interests represented by eithey player (Strategy 2). In Strategy 1, the ethical players

want to rnake the panel fair, and therefore challenge the candidates likely to make it

unfair, even though their presence may create an adyantage for the interests they are

representing. In Strategy 2, rational players fbcus on the result ofthe trial and challenge

those candidates likely to be disadvantageous to the interests they are representing.

When a certain candidate thinlcs the accused is gui}ty at the probability ofp, a candidate

7 When the court summons 50 candidates and the prosecutor and the defense exercise all the rights to

challenge peremptorily, 42 candidates will go forward to Stage 3 and there is a one in seven chance that

any given cand{date will be chosen from the survivors. The Ekelihood of being selected wil{ increase

when some sumrnoned candidates do not appear at the court or are discharged in Stage I.

S Hencefortli the prosecutor and the defense are called "players" in the game ofthe trial.
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likely to cause iajustice fbr both players means that the value1O.5 -pIis large, and

caRdidates likely to cause disadvantage to the defense (prosecutor) means one that the

value p is large (small). Here, the payoff is the number of discharged candidates who

disagree with the assertion by each player.

A payoff matrix wheR the valuep is normally-distributed (Case 1) is shown in Figure 4.

In this case, when one piayer challenges the candidates likeiy to cause disadvantage to

the interests being represented, this player will succeed in excluding fbur such

candidates, and when another player does the same thing, that other wil} also succeed in

excluding four candidates. When one player challenges the candidates likely to cause

unfairness, this player will succeed in exciuding fbur disagreeab}e ¢andidates by
challenging the candidates distant fi'om the center, and then when another player does

the same thing, another will also succeed in exeluding fbur. When one player pursues

Strategy l and aRother player pursues Strategy 2, it wiil, after all, produce the satne

results.

Figure-4: Strategy ef Eaeh PIayer and Payoff MEatrix in Case 1
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However, in fact, it is easy for erdinayy people to think that the a¢cused is guilty when

he or she has been arrested and prosecuted, in spite of the presumption of innocence.

Moreover, the accused will be often eriticized by the media oR a daily basis. With the

declc staeked agaiRst the accused in this way, the distributlon of the value p will never

be normal (Case 2). For instance, in Case 2, a different result about the payoff will be

produced as shown in Figure 5; hewever, the result of the trial is apparent - the defense

wlll always lose.
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Figure-5; Strategy efEach Player and Payeff Matrix in Case 2
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3. The Meaning of the deliberatiens of the court

  3.l. The impessibility of knowing the saiban-in's preferences

  The arguments in paragraph fbur of section two are made on the assumption that the

  prosecutor and the defense already have perfect knowledge of the prejudices of the

  cEmdidates regarding the accused. However, nobody has the abitity to read someone's

  mind perfectly. It is impossible fbr the players to know externally what the candidates

  think about the accused.

  The players have little opportunity to enquire about the candidates; however, they can

  make indirect inquire through thejudges (Articles 32(2) and 34(2) ofthe Saiban-in Act).

  Ifthejudges think that the questlons posed by the players are not appropriate, they wiil

  fiot be asked. Moreover, the Sdiban-in Act permits the players te only confirm with the

  candidates whether they do not make unfair judgments and whether they are not
  disqualified. According to the fbrmer Counsel}or of the Criminal Affairs Bureau of the

  Supreme Court of Japan, the Stiiban-in Act prohibits the players from asking them

  whether they are advantageous to either player (Nirei 2007: 82).

  The players want to know how the canclidates perceive the accused by asking questiens

  ilt the court. However, the available questions are }imited by the judges. It is very
in direcult for the players to deduce the candldates' thinking from their answers and

  reactions to these questions.
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32. The pessibility of change in the saiban-in 's preferences

The arguments in paragraph fbur of sectien two are made on the assumption that the

preferences of the saiban-in do net change through the trial. Candidates with some

prejudices at first will keep iheir own minds im'ough the court proceedings after being

appointed as saiban-in, and when it comes to delivering a verdict, they will act in

accordance with their origlnal prejudices, as it has been assumed.

However, do the saiban-in not change their minds through offense and defense by the

players and the deliberations with the judges in the court? Why would the prosecutor

and the defense conduct the court proceedings, if the umpires' views were not going to

be affected by whatever they say? Do the proceedings in the court make no sense? Is the

seie¢tion of the umpires everything?
From the standpoint ofjurlsprudence, the answers to these questions are no. Prosecutors

and defenses believe they have the power to persuade the judges (and saiban-in), and

thus, they make assertions in order to persuade them. If the umpires' minds are not

capable ofbeing changed, the trial sys{em cannot exist. Therefore, it is important for the

players to make assertions in the court as well as to select the saiban-in.

3.3. The important consideration for the rational players

The most reasonable way to use the right to challenge peremptorlly fbr the players is to

seek to exclude those candidates who have disadvantageous prejudices fbr ea¢h, when
both players know how the candidates perceive the accused. However, in fact both

players do not know the candidates' minds, and therefore, they cannot reject potential

adversaries witk any degree of precision. Moreover, the candidates' mind may change

through the couyt proceediRgs afier fhe appointments of tlte saiban-in. Thus, what is the

most reasonable course fbr each player to adopt?

The fa¢tor to be considered is the plasticity of the preferences of the candidates when
their preferences are not known and may not be fixed. If the chosen saiban-in is very

obstinate and has a prejudice advantageous to each piayer, it wM be concluded that the

player gets one vote in the verdict. Instead, if the one player unfortunately leaves in the

obstinate saiban-in to his or her disadvantage, that player will fail in the argument and

lose one vote. In short, wheR the obstinate saiban-in supports one player, he or she will

be a powerfui ally fbr that player; however, in the opposite case, he or she will be an

absolute enemy.

As a consequence, the rational players will challenge the candidates perceived as

obstinate, because they do not know whether the prejudice of a candidate is
advantageous to thernselves or not. Beyond that, they will exert efforts to make

assertions and to persuade the judges and the saiban-in.

Thus far, we have eonsidered the actions of the prosecutor and the defense in the court

witl} saiban-in, and a na£ural but uninteresting conclusion is proposed: There is no royai
road to a criminal trial.
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The Meaning and Outline ef the Saiban-in (Lay Judges) Selectien System in

       Japan: Legal Interpretatien and Game Theoretical Anaiysis

ABSTRACT

      By May 2009, the panicipation ef the general public in the justice system will be

implemented in Japan, In this paper, I examine what legal interpretatien and game theoretical

analysis have to say about the saiban-in (lay judges) se}ection system. Specifically, the issues

that I discuss are as fbllows:

      l) The meaning and eutline of the saiban-in trial system: We find that this system is

built not fbr the democratization of the justice but fbr the enhancement of the power and

authority of thejustlce, according to the explanation by the Japanese government. The opinion

polls sliow that most Japanese people do not want it.

      2) The lack ef need fbr the panel being balanced: we do not have to care to set up the

panel to refiect the state ofjapanese society.

      3) The possibility of the peremptory challenges to the saiban-in candidates: the panel

can be manipulated by the defense and the proseeutor,

      4) The desired practice of the saiban-in selection by the legal theoretical approach: the

proseeutor as tlie guardian ofthe public interests and the defense as the fighter forjustice wili

use the rights ofchallenge ofthe unfair candidates.

      5) The prospectlve practice ofsaiban-in selection by the game theoretical approach: the

prosecutor and the defense as the ra.tional players will exercise the rights ofthe challenge to the

disadvantageous candidates to tliemselves,

      6) The possibllity of change in the saiban-in's prefeTences by the deliberatien in court:

the rational players must take account ofthe plasticity oftheir preferenees,

      7) The important consideration fbr the rational players: which is more important in the

saiban-in selection befbre the trial or the tria} procedures iii the court?

      It depends on how the meaning of the deliberation is evaluated.

Key words: optimal saiban-in

judicial rEY2)rm in .lapan.
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